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[PILCO] M. Deisenroth et al. PILCO: A Model-based and Data-Efficient Approach to Policy Search. 
ICML 2011

PILCO: A Model-Based and Data-E�cient Approach to Policy Search
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Figure 3. Real cart-pole system. Snapshots of a controlled trajectory of 20 s length after having learned the task. To solve

the swing-up plus balancing, pilco required only 17.5 s of interaction with the physical system.
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of the distances of the flywheel from

being upright.

Figure 4. Robotic unicycle system and simulation results.

The state space is R12
, the control space R2

.

unicycle is 0.76m high and consists of a 1 kg wheel, a
23.5 kg frame, and a 10 kg flywheel mounted perpen-
dicularly to the frame. Two torques could be applied
to the unicycle: The first torque |uw|  10Nm was ap-
plied directly on the wheel and mimics a human rider
using pedals. The torque produced longitudinal and
tilt accelerations. Lateral stability of the wheel could
be maintained by steering the wheel toward the falling
direction of the unicycle and by applying a torque
|ut|  50Nm to the flywheel. The dynamics of the
robotic unicycle can be described by 12 coupled first-
order ODEs, see (Forster, 2009).

The goal was to ride the unicycle, i.e., to prevent it
from falling. To solve the balancing task, we used a
linear controller ⇡(x, ✓) = Ax + b with ✓ = {A,b} 2
R28. The covariance ⌃0 of the initial state was 0.252I
allowing each angle to be o↵ by about 30� (twice the
standard deviation).

Pilco di↵ers from conventional controllers in that it
learns a single controller for all control dimensions
jointly. Thus, pilco takes the correlation of all control
and state dimensions into account during planning and
control. Learning separate controllers for each control
variable is often unsuccessful (Naveh et al., 1999).

Pilco required about 20 trials (experience of about
30 s) to learn a dynamics model and a controller that
keeps the unicycle upright. The interaction time

Table 1. Pilco’s data e�ciency scales to high dimensions.

cart-pole cart-double-pole unicycle
state space R4 R6 R12

# trials  10 20–30 ⇡ 20
experience ⇡ 20 s ⇡ 60 s–90 s ⇡ 20 s–30 s
parameter space R305 R1816 R28

is fairly short since a trial was aborted when the
turntable hit the ground, which happened quickly
during the five random trials used for initialization.
Fig. 4(b) shows empirical results after 1,000 test runs
with the learned policy: Di↵erently-colored bars show
the distance of the flywheel from a fully upright po-
sition. Depending on the initial configuration of the
angles, the unicycle had a transient phase of about
a second. After 1.2 s, either the unicycle had fallen
or the learned controller had managed to balance it
very closely to the desired upright position. The suc-
cess rate was approximately 93%; bringing the uni-
cycle upright from extreme initial configurations was
sometimes impossible due to the torque constraints.

3.4. Data E�ciency

Tab. 1 summarizes the results presented in this pa-
per: For each task, the dimensionality of the state and
parameter spaces is listed together with the required
number of trials and the corresponding total interac-
tion time. The table shows that pilco can e�ciently
find good policies even in high dimensions. The gener-
ality of this statement depends on both the complexity
of the dynamics model and the controller to be learned.

In the following, we compare pilco’s data e�ciency
(required interaction time) to other RL methods that
learn previously discussed tasks from scratch, i.e.,
without informative prior knowledge. This excludes
methods relying on known dynamics models or expert
demonstrations.

Fig. 5 shows the interaction time with the cart-pole

system required by pilco and algorithms in the lit-
erature that solved this task from scratch (Kimura
& Kobayashi, 1999), (Doya, 2000), (Coulom, 2002),
(Wawrzynski & Pacut, 2004), (Riedmiller, 2005),
(Raiko & Tornio, 2009), (van Hasselt, 2010). Dy-
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Figure 5. Data e�ciency for learning the cart-pole task

in the absence of expert knowledge. The horizontal axis

chronologically orders the references according to their

publication date. The vertical axis shows the required in-

teraction time with the cart-pole system on a log-scale.

namics models were only learned by Doya (2000)
and Raiko & Tornio (2009), using RBF networks and
multi-layered perceptrons, respectively. Note that
both the NFQ algorithm by Riedmiller (2005) and the
(C)ACLA algorithms by van Hasselt (2010) were ap-
plied to balancing the pole without swing up. In all
cases without state-space discretization, cost functions
similar to ours were used. Fig. 5 demonstrates pilco’s
data e�ciency since pilco outperforms any other al-
gorithm by at least one order of magnitude.

We cannot present comparisons for the cart-double

pendulum swing up or unicycle riding: To the best
of our knowledge, fully autonomous learning has not
yet succeeded in learning these tasks from scratch.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

Trial-and-error learning leads to some limitations in
the discovered policy: Pilco is not an optimal control
method; it merely finds a solution for the task. There
are no guarantees of global optimality: Since the opti-
mization problem for learning the policy parameters is
not convex, the discovered solution is invariably only
locally optimal. It is also conditional on the experience
the learning system was exposed to. In particular, the
learned dynamics models are only confident in areas
of the state space previously observed.

Pilco exploits analytic gradients of an approximation
to the expected return J⇡ for indirect policy search.
Obtaining nonzero gradients depends on two factors:
the state distributions p(x1), . . . , p(xT ) along a pre-
dicted trajectory and the width �c of the immediate
cost in Eq. (25). If the cost is very peaked, say, a 0-1
cost with 0 being exactly in the target and 1 otherwise,
and the dynamics model is poor, i.e., the distributions
p(x1), . . . , p(xT ) nowhere cover the target region (im-
plicitly defined through �c), pilco obtains gradients
with value zero and gets stuck in a local optimum.

Although pilco is relatively robust against the choice
of the width �c of the cost in Eq. (25), there is no
guarantee that pilco always learns with a 0-1 cost.
However, we have evidence that pilco can learn with
this cost, e.g., pilco could solve the cart-pole task
with a cost width �c to 10�6 m. Hence, pilco’s un-
precedented data e�ciency cannot solely be attributed
to any kind of reward shaping.

One of pilco’s key benefits is the reduction of model
bias by explicitly incorporating model uncertainty into
planning and control. Pilco, however, does not take
temporal correlation into account. Instead, model un-
certainty is treated similarly to uncorrelated noise.
This can result in an under-estimation of model un-
certainty (Schneider, 1997). On the other hand, the
moment-matching approximation used for approxi-
mate inference is typically a conservative approxima-
tion. Simulation results suggest that the predictive
distributions p(x1), . . . , p(xT ) used for policy evalua-
tion are usually not overconfident.

The probabilistic dynamics model was crucial to
pilco’s learning success: We also applied the pilco-
framework with a deterministic dynamics model to a
simulated cart-pole swing-up. For a fair comparison,
we used the posterior mean function of a GP, i.e., only
the model uncertainty was discarded. Learning from
scratch with this deterministic model was unsuccessful
because of the missing representation of model uncer-
tainty: Since the initial training set for the dynamics
model did not contain states close to the target state,
the predictive model was overconfident during plan-
ning (see Fig. 1, center). When predictions left the
regions close to the training set, the model’s extrapo-
lation eventually fell back to the uninformative prior
mean function (with zero variance) yielding essentially
useless predictions.

We introduced pilco, a practical model-based policy
search method using analytic gradients for policy im-
provement. Pilco advances state-of-the-art RL meth-
ods in terms of learning speed by at least an order of
magnitude. Key to pilco’s success is a principled way
of reducing model bias in model learning, long-term
planning, and policy learning. Pilco does not rely
on expert knowledge, such as demonstrations or task-
specific prior knowledge. Nevertheless, pilco allows
for unprecedented data-e�cient learning from scratch
in continuous state and control domains. Demo code
will be made publicly available at http://mloss.org.

The results in this paper suggest using probabilistic
dynamics models for planning and policy learning to
account for model uncertainties in the small-sample
case—even if the underlying system is deterministic.
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PETS

• Employ Neural Network based probabilistic 
models for Model-based RL

• Use an ensemble of probabilistic models
• Act at test time using CEM method

Dynamics Model Planning via Model Predictive ControlTrajectory Propagation

Figure 1: Our method (PE-TS): Model: Our probabilistic ensemble (PE) dynamics model is shown as
an ensemble of two bootstraps (bootstrap disagreement far from data captures epistemic uncertainty:
our subjective uncertainty due to a lack of data), each a probabilistic neural network that captures
aleatoric uncertainty (inherent variance of the observed data). Propagation: Our trajectory sampling
(TS) propagation technique uses our dynamics model to re-sample each particle (with associated
bootstrap) according to its probabilistic prediction at each point in time, up until horizon T . Planning:
At each time step, our MPC algorithm computes an optimal action sequence, applies the first action
in the sequence, and repeats until the task-horizon.

to learn fast means to learn with few data and NNs tend to overfit on small datasets, making poor
predictions far into the future. For this reason, MBRL with NNs has proven exceptionally challenging.

Our second observation is that this issue can, to a large extent, be mitigated by properly incorporating
uncertainty into the dynamics model. While a number of prior works have explored uncertainty-aware
deep neural network models [Neal, 1995, Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017], including in the context
of RL [Gal et al., 2016, Depeweg et al., 2016], our work is, to our knowledge, the first to bring
these components together in a deep MBRL framework that reaches the asymptotic performance of
state-of-the-art model-free RL methods on benchmark control tasks.

Our main contribution is an MBRL algorithm called probabilistic ensembles with trajectory sampling
(PETS)1 summarized in Figure 1 with high-capacity NN models that incorporate uncertainty via
an ensemble of bootstrapped models, where each model encodes distributions (as opposed to point
predictions), rivaling the performance of model-free methods on standard benchmark control tasks at
a fraction of the sample complexity. An advantage of PETS over prior probabilistic MBRL algorithms
is an ability to isolate two distinct classes of uncertainty: aleatoric (inherent system stochasticity) and
epistemic (subjective uncertainty, due to limited data). Isolating epistemic uncertainty is especially
useful for directing exploration [Thrun, 1992], although we leave this for future work. Finally,
we present a systematic analysis of how incorporating uncertainty into MBRL with NNs affects
performance, during both model training and planning. We show, that PETS’ particular treatment of
uncertainty significantly reduces the amount of data required to learn a task, e.g., eight times fewer
data on half-cheetah compared to the model-free Soft Actor Critic algorithm [Haarnoja et al., 2018].

2 Related work

Model choice in MBRL is delicate: we desire effective learning in both low-data regimes (at the
beginning) and high-data regimes (in the later stages of the learning process). For this reason,
Bayesian nonparametric models, such as Gaussian processes (GPs), are often the model of choice in
MBRL, especially in low-dimensional problems where data efficiency is critical [Kocijan et al., 2004,
Ko et al., 2007, Nguyen-Tuong et al., 2008, Grancharova et al., 2008, Deisenroth et al., 2014, Kamthe
and Deisenroth, 2018]. However, such models introduce additional assumptions on the system, such
as the smoothness assumption inherent in GPs with squared-exponential kernels [Rasmussen and Kuss,
2003]. Parametric function approximators have also been used extensively in MBRL [Hernandaz
and Arkun, 1990, Miller et al., 1990, Lin, 1992, Draeger et al., 1995], but were largely supplanted
by Bayesian models in recent years. Methods based on local models, such as guided policy search
algorithms [Levine et al., 2016, Finn et al., 2016, Chebotar et al., 2017], can efficiently train NN
policies, but use time-varying linear models, which only locally model the system dynamics. Recent
improvements in parametric function approximators, such as NNs, suggest that such methods are
worth revisiting [Baranes and Oudeyer, 2013, Fu et al., 2016, Punjani and Abbeel, 2015, Lenz et al.,
2015, Agrawal et al., 2016, Gal et al., 2016, Depeweg et al., 2016, Williams et al., 2017, Nagabandi
et al., 2017]. Unlike Gaussian processes, NNs have constant-time inference and tractable training in
the large data regime, and have the potential to represent more complex functions, including non-

1Code available https://github.com/kchua/handful-of-trials
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Uncertainties

• Aleatoric uncertainty (inherent stochasticity)
• Epistemic uncertainty (lack of data)

smooth dynamics that are often present in robotics [Fu et al., 2016, Mordatch et al., 2016, Nagabandi
et al., 2017]. However, most works that use NNs focus on deterministic models, consequently
suffering from overfitting in the early stages of learning. For this reason, our approach is able to
achieve even higher data-efficiency than prior deterministic MBRL methods such as Nagabandi et al.
[2017].

Constructing good Bayesian NN models remains an open problem [MacKay, 1992, Neal, 1995,
Osband, 2016, Guo et al., 2017], although recent promising work exists on incorporating
dropout [Gal et al., 2017], ensembles [Osband et al., 2016, Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017], and
↵-divergence [Hernández-Lobato et al., 2016]. Such probabilistic NNs have previously been used for
control, including using dropout Gal et al. [2016], Higuera et al. [2018] and ↵-divergence Depeweg
et al. [2016]. In contrast to these prior methods, our experiments focus on more complex tasks
with challenging dynamics – including contact discontinuities – and we compare directly to prior
model-based and model-free methods on standard benchmark problems, where our method exhibits
asymptotic performance that is comparable to model-free approaches.

3 Model-based reinforcement learning

We now detail the MBRL framework and the notation used. Adhering to the Markov decision
process formulation [Bellman, 1957], we denote the state s 2 Rds and the actions a 2 Rda of the
system, the reward function r(s,a), and we consider the dynamic systems governed by the transition
function f✓ : Rds+da 7! Rds such that given the current state st and current input at, the next
state st+1 is given by st+1 = f (st,at). For probabilistic dynamics, we represent the conditional
distribution of the next state given the current state and action as some parameterized distribution
family: f✓(st+1|st,at) = Pr(st+1|st,at;✓), overloading notation. Learning forward dynamics is
thus the task of fitting an approximation ef of the true transition function f , given the measurements
D = {(sn,an), sn+1}Nn=1 from the real system.

Once a dynamics model ef is learned, we use ef to predict the distribution over state-trajectories
resulting from applying a sequence of actions. By computing the expected reward over state-
trajectories, we can evaluate multiple candidate action sequences, and select the optimal action
sequence to use. In Section 4 we discuss multiple methods for modeling the dynamics, and in
Section 5 we detail how to compute the distribution over state-trajectories given a candidate action
sequence.

4 Uncertainty-aware neural network dynamics models

Table 1: Model uncertainties captured.

Model Aleatoric Epistemic
uncertainty uncertainty

Baseline Models
Deterministic NN (D) No No
Probabilistic NN (P) Yes No
Deterministic ensemble NN (DE) No Yes
Gaussian process baseline (GP) Homoscedastic Yes
Our Model
Probabilistic ensemble NN (PE) Yes Yes

This section describes several ways to model the
task’s true (but unknown) dynamic function, in-
cluding our method: an ensemble of bootstrapped
probabilistic neural networks. Whilst uncertainty-
aware dynamics models have been explored in a
number of prior works [Gal et al., 2016, Depeweg
et al., 2016], the particular details of the implemen-
tation and design decisions in regard incorporation
of uncertainty have not been rigorously analyzed
empirically. As a result, prior work has generally
found that expressive parametric models, such as deep neural networks, generally do not produce
model-based RL algorithms that are competitive with their model-free counterparts in terms of
asymptotic performance [Nagabandi et al., 2017], and often even found that simpler time-varying
linear models can outperform expressive neural network models [Levine et al., 2016, Gu et al., 2016].

Any MBRL algorithm must select a class of model to predict the dynamics. This choice is often crucial
for an MBRL algorithm, as even small bias can significantly influence the quality of the corresponding
controller [Atkeson and Santamaría, 1997, Abbeel et al., 2006]. A major challenge is building a
model that performs well in low and high data regimes: in the early stages of training, data is scarce,
and highly expressive function approximators are liable to overfit; In the later stages of training, data
is plentiful, but for systems with complex dynamics, simple function approximators might underfit.
While Bayesian models such as GPs perform well in low-data regimes, they do not scale favorably

3



Uncertainties

A Appendix

A.1 Well behaved probabilistic networks

An under-appreciated detail of probabilistic networks is how the variance output is implemented with
automatic differentiation. Often the real-valued output is treated as a log variance (or similar), and
transformed through an exponential function (or similar) to produce a nonnegative-valued output,
necessary to be interpreted as a variance. However, whilst this variance output is well behaved at
points within the training distribution, its value is undefined outside the trained distribution. In fact,
during the training, there is no explicit loss term that regulate the behavior of the variance outside of
the training points. Thus, when this model is then evaluated at previously unseen states, as is often
the case during the MBRL learning process, the outputted variance can assume any arbitrary value,
and in practice we noticed how it occasionally collapse to zero, or explode toward infinity.

This behavior is in contrast with other models, such as GPs, where the variance is more well behaving,
being bounded and Lipschitz-smooth. As a remedy, we found that in our model lower bounding
and upper bounding the output variance such that they could not be lower or higher than the lowest
and highest values in the training data significantly helped. To bound the variance output for a
probabilistic network to be between the upper and lower bounds found during training the network
on the training data, we used the following code with automatic differentiation:

logvar = max_logvar - tf.nn.softplus(max_logvar - logvar)
logvar = min_logvar + tf.nn.softplus(logvar - min_logvar)
var = tf.exp(logvar)

with a small regularization penalty on term on max_logvar so that it does not grow beyond the
training distribution’s maximum output variance, and on the negative of min_logvar so that it does
not drop below the training distribution’s minimum output variance.

A.2 Fitting PE model to toy function

As an initial test, we evaluated all previously described models by fitting to a dataset {(xi, yi)} of
2000 points from a sine function, where the xi’s are sampled uniformly from [�2⇡,�⇡] [ [⇡, 2⇡].
Before fitting, we introduced heteroscedastic noise by performing the transformation

(x, y) 7!
✓
x, y +N

✓
0, 0.0225

����sin
✓
3

2
x+

⇡

8

◆����

◆◆
. (2)

The model fit to (2) was shown in Figure 1, but reproduced here for convenience as Figure A.5.

Figure A.5: Our probabilistic ensemble (PE) dynamics model: an ensemble of two bootstraps (for
visual clarity, we normally use five bootstraps), each a probabilistic neural network that captures
aleatoric uncertainty (in this case: observation noise). Note the bootstraps agree near data, but tend to
disagree far from data. Such bootstrap disagreement represents our model’s epistemic uncertainty.

13



Planning
• Model predictive control

sampling (with replacement) N times the dynamics dataset recorded so far D, where N is the size of
D. We found B = 5 sufficient for all our experiments. To validate the number of layers and neurons
of our models, we can visualize one-step predictions (e.g. Appendix A.3).

5 Planning and control with learned dynamics

This section describes different ways uncertainty can be incorporated into planning using proba-
bilistic dynamics models. Once a model ef✓ is learned, we can use it for control by predicting the
future outcomes of candidate policies or actions and then selecting the particular candidate that
is predicted to result in the highest reward. MBRL planning in discrete time over long time hori-
zons is generally performed by using the dynamics model to recursively predict how an estimated
Markov state will evolve from one time step to the next, e.g.: st+2 ⇠ Pr(st+2|st+1,at+1) where
st+1 ⇠ Pr(st+1|st,at). When planning, we might consider each action at to be a function of state,
forming a policy ⇡ : st ! at, a function to optimize. Alternatively, we can plan and optimize for a
sequence of actions, a process called model predictive control (MPC) [Camacho and Alba, 2013].
We use MPC in our own experiments for several reasons, including implementation simplicity, lower
computational burden (no gradients), and no requirement to specify the task-horizon in advance,
whilst achieving the same data-efficiency as Gal et al. [2016] who used a Bayesian NN with a policy
to learn the cart-pole task in 2000 time steps. Our full algorithm is summarized in Section 6.

Given the state of the system st at time t, the prediction horizon T of the MPC controller, and an
action sequence at:t+T

.
= {at, . . . ,at+T }; the probabilistic dynamics model ef induces a distribution

over the resulting trajectories st:t+T . At each time step t, the MPC controller applies the first action at

of the sequence of optimized actions argmaxat:t+T

Pt+T
⌧=t E ef [r(s⌧ ,a⌧ )]. A common technique to

compute the optimal action sequence is a random sampling shooting method, due to its parallelizability
and ease of implementation. Nagabandi et al. [2017] use deterministic NN models and MPC with
random shooting to achieve data efficient control in higher dimensional tasks than what is feasible
for GPs to model. Our work improves upon Nagabandi et al. [2017]’s data efficiency in two ways:
First, we capture uncertainty in modeling and planning, to prevent overfitting in the low-data regime.
Second, we use CEM [Botev et al., 2013] instead of random-shooting, which samples actions from a
distribution closer to previous action samples that yielded high reward.

Computing the expected trajectory reward using recursive state prediction in closed-form is generally
intractable. Multiple approaches to approximate uncertainty propagation can be found in the litera-
ture [Girard et al., 2002, Quiñonero-Candela et al., 2003]. These approaches can be categorized by
how they represent the state distribution: deterministic, particle, and parametric methods. Determinis-
tic methods use the mean prediction and ignore the uncertainty, particle methods propagate a set of
Monte Carlo samples, and parametric methods include Gaussian or Gaussian mixture models, etc.
Although parametric distributions have been successfully used in MBRL [Deisenroth et al., 2014],
experimental results [Kupcsik et al., 2013] suggest that particle approaches can be competitive both
computationally and in terms of accuracy, without making strong assumptions about the distribution
used. Hence, we use particle-based propagation, specifically suited to our PE dynamics model
which distinguishes two types of uncertainty, detailed in Section 5.1. Unfortunately, little prior
work has empirically compared the design decisions involved in choosing the particular propagation
method. Thus, we compare against several baselines in Section 5.2. Visual examples are provided in
Appendix A.4.

5.1 Our state propagation method: trajectory sampling (TS)

Our method to predict plausible state trajectories begins by creating P particles from the current state,
spt=0 = s0 8 p. Each particle is then propagated by: spt+1 ⇠ ef✓b(p,t)

(spt ,at), according to a particular
bootstrap b(p, t) in{1, . . . , B}, where B is the number of bootstrap models in the ensemble. A
particle’s bootstrap index can potentially change as a function of time t. We consider two TS variants:

• TS1 refers to particles uniformly re-sampling a bootstrap per time step. If we were to consider
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sampling (with replacement) N times the dynamics dataset recorded so far D, where N is the size of
D. We found B = 5 sufficient for all our experiments. To validate the number of layers and neurons
of our models, we can visualize one-step predictions (e.g. Appendix A.3).

5 Planning and control with learned dynamics

This section describes different ways uncertainty can be incorporated into planning using proba-
bilistic dynamics models. Once a model ef✓ is learned, we can use it for control by predicting the
future outcomes of candidate policies or actions and then selecting the particular candidate that
is predicted to result in the highest reward. MBRL planning in discrete time over long time hori-
zons is generally performed by using the dynamics model to recursively predict how an estimated
Markov state will evolve from one time step to the next, e.g.: st+2 ⇠ Pr(st+2|st+1,at+1) where
st+1 ⇠ Pr(st+1|st,at). When planning, we might consider each action at to be a function of state,
forming a policy ⇡ : st ! at, a function to optimize. Alternatively, we can plan and optimize for a
sequence of actions, a process called model predictive control (MPC) [Camacho and Alba, 2013].
We use MPC in our own experiments for several reasons, including implementation simplicity, lower
computational burden (no gradients), and no requirement to specify the task-horizon in advance,
whilst achieving the same data-efficiency as Gal et al. [2016] who used a Bayesian NN with a policy
to learn the cart-pole task in 2000 time steps. Our full algorithm is summarized in Section 6.

Given the state of the system st at time t, the prediction horizon T of the MPC controller, and an
action sequence at:t+T

.
= {at, . . . ,at+T }; the probabilistic dynamics model ef induces a distribution

over the resulting trajectories st:t+T . At each time step t, the MPC controller applies the first action at

of the sequence of optimized actions argmaxat:t+T

Pt+T
⌧=t E ef [r(s⌧ ,a⌧ )]. A common technique to

compute the optimal action sequence is a random sampling shooting method, due to its parallelizability
and ease of implementation. Nagabandi et al. [2017] use deterministic NN models and MPC with
random shooting to achieve data efficient control in higher dimensional tasks than what is feasible
for GPs to model. Our work improves upon Nagabandi et al. [2017]’s data efficiency in two ways:
First, we capture uncertainty in modeling and planning, to prevent overfitting in the low-data regime.
Second, we use CEM [Botev et al., 2013] instead of random-shooting, which samples actions from a
distribution closer to previous action samples that yielded high reward.

Computing the expected trajectory reward using recursive state prediction in closed-form is generally
intractable. Multiple approaches to approximate uncertainty propagation can be found in the litera-
ture [Girard et al., 2002, Quiñonero-Candela et al., 2003]. These approaches can be categorized by
how they represent the state distribution: deterministic, particle, and parametric methods. Determinis-
tic methods use the mean prediction and ignore the uncertainty, particle methods propagate a set of
Monte Carlo samples, and parametric methods include Gaussian or Gaussian mixture models, etc.
Although parametric distributions have been successfully used in MBRL [Deisenroth et al., 2014],
experimental results [Kupcsik et al., 2013] suggest that particle approaches can be competitive both
computationally and in terms of accuracy, without making strong assumptions about the distribution
used. Hence, we use particle-based propagation, specifically suited to our PE dynamics model
which distinguishes two types of uncertainty, detailed in Section 5.1. Unfortunately, little prior
work has empirically compared the design decisions involved in choosing the particular propagation
method. Thus, we compare against several baselines in Section 5.2. Visual examples are provided in
Appendix A.4.
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from the approximate marginal posterior of plausible dynamics. We consider TS1’s bootstrap
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• Cross entropy method

the final level ! = !! is generally not known in advance, but the CE method
for optimization produces a sequence of levels {!!t} and reference parameters
{!vt} such that ideally the former tends to the optimal !! and the latter to the
optimal reference vector v! corresponding to the point mass at x!; see, e.g.,
(Rubinstein and Kroese 2007; Page 251).

Algorithm 2.2 (CE Algorithm for Optimization)

1. Choose an initial parameter vector !v0. Let N e = !"N". Set t = 1 (level
counter).

2. Generate X1, . . . ,XN #iid f(·; !vt"1). Calculate the performances S(Xi)
for all i, and order them from smallest to largest: S(1) ! . . . ! S(N). Let
!!t be the sample (1$")-quantile of performances; that is, !!t = S(N"Ne+1).

3. Use the same sample X1, . . . ,XN and solve the stochastic program

max
v

1

N

N"

k=1

I{S(Xk)!!!t} ln f(Xk;v) . (9)

Denote the solution by !vt.

4. If some stopping criterion is met, stop; otherwise, set t = t+1, and return
to Step 2.

Note that the estimation Step 5 of Algorithm 2.1 is missing in Algorithm 2.2,
because in the optimization setting we are not interested in estimating # per
se. For the same reason the likelihood ratio term f(Xk;u)/f(Xk; !vt"1) in (7)
is missing in (9).

To run the algorithm one needs to propose a class of parametric sampling
densities {f(·;v),v % V}, the initial vector !v0, the sample size N , the rarity
parameter ", and a stopping criterion. Of these the most challenging is the se-
lection of an appropriate class of parametric sampling densities {f(·;v),v % V}.
Typically, there is not a unique parametric family and the selection is guided by
the following competing objectives. First, the class {f(·;v),v % V} has to be
flexible enough to include a reasonable parametric approximation to the optimal
importance sampling density (4) for the estimation of the associated rare-event
probability #. Second, each density f(·;v) has to be simple enough to allow fast
random variable generation and closed-form solutions to the (weighted) max-
imum likelihood estimation program (9). In many cases these two competing
objectives are reconciled by using a standard statistical model for f(·;v), such as
the multivariate Bernoulli or Gaussian densities with independent components
of the vector X # f(·;v). However, in some cases it is beneficial to consider the
more complicated Bernoulli or Gaussian mixture models, in which the estima-
tion program (9) is carried out using the EM algorithm (see Section 3.2). In the
examples that follow we primarily use the multivariate Bernoulli and Gaussian
densities for combinatorial and continuous optimization problems, respectively.
Note, however, that special parameterizations may be needed for problems such

5



PETS

• TS1 refers to particle bootstraps never changing during a trial. An ensemble is a collection of
plausible models, which together represent the subjective uncertainty in function space of the true
dynamics function f , which we assume is time invariant. TS1 captures such time invariance
since each particle’s bootstrap index is made consistent over time. An advantage of using TS1
is that aleatoric and epistemic uncertainties are separable [Depeweg et al., 2018]. Specifically,
aleatoric state variance is the average variance of particles of same bootstrap, whilst epistemic
state variance is the variance of the average of particles of same bootstrap indexes. Epistemic
is the ‘learnable’ type of uncertainty, useful for directed exploration [Thrun, 1992]. Without a
way to distinguish epistemic uncertainty from aleatoric, an exploration algorithm (e.g. Bayesian
optimization) might mistakingly choose actions with high predicted reward-variance ‘hoping
to learn something’ when in fact such variance is caused by persistent and irreducible system
stochasticity offering zero exploration value.

Both TS variants can capture multi-modal distributions and can be used with any probabilistic model.
We found P = 20 and B = 5 sufficient in all our experiments.

5.2 Baseline state propagation methods for comparison

To validate our state propagation method, in the experiments of Section 7.2 we compare against four
alternative state propagation methods, which we now discuss.

Expectation (E) To judge the importance of our TS method using multiple particles to represent
a distribution we compare against the aforementioned deterministic propagation technique. The
simplest way to plan is iteratively propagating the expected prediction at each time step (ignoring
uncertainty) st+1 = E[ ef✓(st,at)]. An advantage of this approach over TS is reduced computation
and simple implementation: only a single particle is propagated. The main disadvantage of choosing
E over TS is that small model biases can compound quickly over time, with no way to tell the quality
of the state estimate.

Moment matching (MM) Whilst TS’s particles can represent multimodal distributions, forcing
a unimodal distribution via moment matching (MM) can (in some cases) benefit MBRL data ef-
ficiency [Gal et al., 2016]. Although unclear why, Gal et al. [2016] (who use Gaussian MM)
hypothesize this effect may be caused by smoothing of the loss surface and implicitly penalizing
multi-modal distributions (which often only occur with uncontrolled systems). To test this hypothesis
we use Gaussian MM as a baseline and assume independence between bootstraps and particles for
simplicity spt+1

iid⇠ N
⇣
Ep,b

h
sp,bt+1

i
,Vp,b

h
sp,bt+1

i⌘
, where sp,bt+1 ⇠ ef✓b(s

p
t ,at). Future work might

consider other distributions too, such as the Laplace distribution.

Distribution sampling (DS) The previous MM approach made a strong unimodal assumption
about state distributions: the state distribution at each time step was re-cast to Gaussian. A softer
restriction on multimodality – between MM and TS – is to moment match w.r.t. the bootstraps only
(noting the particles are otherwise independent if B = 1). This means that we effectively smooth
the loss function w.r.t. epistemic uncertainty only (the uncertainty relevant to learning), whilst the
aleatoric uncertainty remains free to be multimodal. We call this method distribution sampling (DS):
spt+1 ⇠ N

⇣
Eb

h
sp,bt+1

i
,Vb

h
sp,bt+1

i⌘
, with sp,bt+1 ⇠ ef✓b(s

p
t ,at).

6 Algorithm summary

Algorithm 1 Our model-based MPC algorithm ‘PETS’:
1: Initialize dataD with a random controller for one trial.
2: for Trial k = 1 to K do
3: Train a PE dynamics model ef givenD.
4: for Time t = 0 to TaskHorizon do
5: for Actions sampled at:t+T ⇠CEM(·), 1 to NSamples do
6: Propagate state particles sp

⌧ using TS and ef |{D,at:t+T }.
7: Evaluate actions as

Pt+T
⌧=t

1
P

PP
p=1 r(s

p
⌧ ,a⌧ )

8: Update CEM(·) distribution.
9: Execute first action a⇤

t (only) from optimal actions a⇤
t:t+T .

10: Record outcome: D D [ {st,a
⇤
t , st+1}.

Here we summarize our MBRL
method PETS in Algorithm 1. We
use the PE model to capture het-
eroskedastic aleatoric uncertainty
and heteroskedastic epistemic un-
certainty, which the TS planning
method was able to best use. To
guide the random shooting method
of our MPC algorithm, we found
that the CEM method learned faster
(as discussed in Appendix A.8).
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Figure 3: Learning curves for different tasks and algorithm. For all tasks, our algorithm learns in under
100K time steps or 100 trials. With the exception of Cartpole, which is sufficiently low-dimensional
to efficiently learn a GP model, our proposed algorithm significantly outperform all other baselines.
For each experiment, one time step equals 0.01 seconds, except Cartpole with 0.02 seconds. For
visual clarity, we plot the average over 10 experiments of the maximum rewards seen so far.

7 Experimental results

(a) Cartpole (b) 7-dof Pusher

(c) 7-dof Reacher (d) Half-cheetah

Figure 2: Tasks evaluated.

We now evaluate the performance of our proposed MBRL al-
gorithm called PETS using a deep neural network probabilistic
dynamics model. First, we compare our approach on standard
benchmark tasks against state-of-the-art model-free and model-
based approaches in Section 7.1. Then, in Section 7.2, we
provide a detailed evaluation of the individual design decisions
in the model and uncertainty propagation method and analyze
their effect on performance. Additional considerations of hori-
zon length, action sampling distribution, and stochastic systems
are discussed in Appendix A.7. The experiment setup is shown
in Figure 2, and NN architecture details are discussed in the sup-
plementary materials, in Appendix A.6. Videos of the experiments, and code for reproducing the exper-
iments can be found at https://sites.google.com/view/drl-in-a-handful-of-trials.

7.1 Comparisons to prior reinforcement learning algorithms

We compare our Algorithm 1 against the following reinforcement learning algorithms for continuous
state-action control:

• Proximal policy optimization (PPO): [Schulman et al., 2017] is a model-free, deep policy-
gradient RL algorithm (we used the implementation from Dhariwal et al. [2017].)

• Deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG): [Lillicrap et al., 2016] is an off-policy model-free
deep actor-critic algorithm (we used the implementation from Dhariwal et al. [2017].)

• Soft actor critic (SAC): [Haarnoja et al., 2018] is a model-free deep actor-critic algorithm, which
reports better data-efficiency than DDPG on MuJoCo benchmarks (we obtained authors’ data).

• Model-based model-free hybrid (MBMF): [Nagabandi et al., 2017] is a recent deterministic
deep model-based RL algorithm, which we reimplement.

• Gaussian process dynamics model (GP): we compare against three MBRL algorithms based on
GPs. GP-E learns a GP model, but only propagate the expectation. GP-DS uses the propagation
method DS. GP-MM is the algorithm proposed by Kamthe and Deisenroth [2018] except that we
do not update the dynamics model after each transition, but only at the end of each trial.
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Figure 4: Final performance for different tasks, models, and uncertainty propagation techniques. The
model choice seems to be more important than the technique used to propagate the state/action space.
Among the models the ranking in terms of performance is: PE > P > DE > D. A linear model
comparison can also be seen in Appendix A.10.

The results of the comparison are presented in Figure 3. Our method reaches performance that is
similar to the asymptotic performance of the state-of-the-art model-free baseline PPO. However, PPO
requires several orders of magnitude more samples to reach this point. We reach PPO’s asymptotic
performance in fewer than 100 trials on all four tasks, faster than any prior model-free algorithm, and
the asymptotic performance substantially exceeds that of the prior MBRL algorithm by Nagabandi
et al. [2017], which corresponds to the deterministic variant of our approach (D-E). This result
highlights the value of uncertainty estimation. Whilst the probabilistic baseline GP-MM slightly
outperformed our method in cartpole, GP-MM scales cubically in time and quadratically state
dimensionality, so was infeasible to run on the remaining higher dimensional tasks. It is worth noting
that model-based deep RL algorithms have typically been considered to be efficient but incapable of
achieving similar asymptotic performance as their model-free counterparts. Our results demonstrate
that a purely model-based deep RL algorithm that only learns a dynamics model, omitting even a
parameterized policy, can achieve comparable performance when properly incorporating uncertainty
estimation during modeling and planning. In the next section, we study which specific design
decisions and components of our approach are important for achieving this level of performance.

7.2 Analyzing dynamics modeling and uncertainty propagation

In this section, we compare different choices for the dynamics model in Section 4 and uncertainty
propagation technique in Section 5. The results in Figure 4 first show that w.r.t. model choice, the
model should consider both uncertainty types: the probabilistic ensembles (PE-XX) perform best in
all tasks, except cartpole (‘X’ symbolizes any character). Close seconds are the single-probability-
type models: probabilistic network (P-XX) and ensembles of deterministic networks (E-XX). Worst
is the deterministic network (D-E).

These observations shed some light on the role of uncertainty in MBRL, particularly as it relates to
discriminatively trained, expressive parametric models such as NNs. Our results suggest that, the
quality of the model and the use of uncertainty at learning time significantly affect the performance
of the MBRL algorithms tested, while the use of more advanced uncertainty propagation techniques
seem to offers only minor improvements. We reconfirm that moment matching (MM) is competitive
in low-dimensional tasks (consistent with [Gal et al., 2016]), however is not a reliable MBRL choice
in higher dimensions, e.g. the half cheetah.

The analysis provided in this section summarizes the experiments we conducted to design our
algorithm. It is worth noting that the individual components of our method – ensembles, probabilistic
networks, and various approximate uncertainty propagation techniques – have existed in various
forms in supervised learning and RL. However, as our experiments here and in the previous section
show, the particular choice of these components in our algorithm achieves substantially improved
results over previous state-of-the-art model-based and model-free methods, experimentally confirming
both the importance of uncertainty estimation in MBRL and the potential for MBRL to achieve
asymptotic performance that is comparable to the best model-free methods at a fraction of the sample
complexity.
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Deep Visual Foresight for Planning Robot Motion

Chelsea Finn1,2 and Sergey Levine1,2

Abstract— A key challenge in scaling up robot learning to

many skills and environments is removing the need for human

supervision, so that robots can collect their own data and

improve their own performance without being limited by the

cost of requesting human feedback. Model-based reinforcement

learning holds the promise of enabling an agent to learn to

predict the effects of its actions, which could provide flexible

predictive models for a wide range of tasks and environments,

without detailed human supervision. We develop a method

for combining deep action-conditioned video prediction models

with model-predictive control that uses entirely unlabeled

training data. Our approach does not require a calibrated

camera, an instrumented training set-up, nor precise sensing

and actuation. Our results show that our method enables a real

robot to perform nonprehensile manipulation – pushing objects

– and can handle novel objects not seen during training.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most standard robotic manipulation systems consist of a
series of modular components for perception and prediction
that can be used to plan actions for handling objects. Imagine
that a robot needs to push a cup of coffee across the table
to give it to a human. This task might involve segmenting
an observed point cloud into objects, fitting a 3D model to
each object segment, executing a physics simulator using
the estimated physical properties of the cup and, finally,
choosing the actions which move the cup to the desired
location. However, when robots encounter previously unseen
objects in complex, unstructured environments, this pipelined
model-based approach can break down when any one stage
has a sufficiently large modeling error. In particular, errors
early in the process cause compounding errors later in the
process, which in turn can produce actions that are ineffective
in the real world: even a small error in the estimated liquid
content in the cup or the friction coefficient might cause the
robot to push it too high above its center of mass, causing
the contents to spill. This is the essence of the unstructured
open world problem: when the robot has to deal with the
variability of the real world, methods based on rigid hand-
engineered processes tend to suffer at the hands of special
cases, exceptions, and unmodeled effects.

Learning-based methods have shown remarkable effec-
tiveness in handling complex, unstructured environments in
passive computer vision tasks, such as image classifica-
tion [1] and object detection [2], by co-adapting low and
high-level feature representations. Motivated by large-scale,
unsupervised robotic learning, we consider the question of

1Google Brain, Mountain View, CA
2Berkeley Artificial Intellgence Research (BAIR), Department of Electri-

cal Engineering and Computer Science, University of California, Berkeley,
Berkeley, CA 94720

Fig. 1. Using our approach, a robot uses a learned predictive model of
images, i.e. a visual imagination, to push objects to desired locations.

whether it is possible to replace the hand-engineered robotic
manipulation pipeline with a single general-purpose, learned
model that connects low-level perception with physical pre-
diction.

In this paper, we take a small step in the direction of this
goal, by demonstrating an approach for combining a learned
predictive model of raw sensory observations with model-
predictive control (MPC). Unlike most methods for robotic
learning, our approach requires minimal human involvement
and can learn in an entirely self-supervised fashion, without
a detailed reward function, an image of the goal, or ground
truth object pose information. At test time, we define the task
objective as moving a pixel or a group of pixels from their
current position to a desired goal position (e.g. see Figure 1).
This goal description allows us to specify how the robot
should affect objects in its environment. Also at test time, our
method optimizes for the sequence of actions that will move
the pixels as desired. The actions are continuously replanned
as the robot executes the task and receives new observations,
allowing the method to correct for mispredictions.

The primary contribution of our paper is to demonstrate
that deep predictive models of video can be used by real
physical robotic systems to manipulate previously unseen
objects. To that end, we present an MPC algorithm based on
probabilistic inference through a learned predictive image
model that allows a robot to plan for actions that move
user-specified objects in the environment to user-defined
locations. We apply a deep predictive model demonstrated
on video prediction in prior work [3], and show how the
ability of this model to learn implicit stochastic pixel flow
can be leveraged within a probabilistic MPC framework. To
evaluate the feasibility of robotic manipulation with learned
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Data collection

Fig. 4. The data for training the model was collected on 10 robots with
varying camera angles and positions. These images show the camera angles
for two of the robots used during data collection. Note the difference in
the position of the robot base. Due to these variations, our video prediction
model learns a calibration-invariant representation of object interactions.

This allows us to replan in real time, with new controls
computed about every 200 ms. To reduce the dimensionality
of the action space and further speed up inference, we tie
the commanded action across time, such that the model is
considering one commanded action, kept constant for H
timesteps. Because of the short time horizon, we largely
consider pushing tasks that involve fast, reactive control
rather than long-term planning. All of the online model com-
putations, including replanning, are done using a standard
desktop computer and a single, commercially-availble GPU.

B. Quantitative Comparisons
We provide quantitative comparisons to three baselines,

with the aim of evaluating whether or not our video predic-
tion model has learned a meaningful and nontrivial notion
of objects and physical interaction. Recall that object iden-
tity, inertia, and contact dynamics are not provided to nor
encoded in the model explicitly, but must be learned entirely
from data. Correspondingly, our baselines do not use any
knowledge about the objects in the scene, but are reasonably
effective for the short horizon pushing tasks that we consider.
The baselines are as follows:

1) Select actions randomly from a uniform distribution.
2) Servo the end-effector to the goal pixel position

(xg,yg), using a known camera calibration.
3) Servo the end-effector along the vector from the cur-

rent pixel position dt = (xt ,yt) to the goal (xg,yg),
with continuous replanning based on the current pixel
position estimated using optical flow.

If more than one designated pixel is specified, the last
two baselines use the first pixel only. The first baseline of
randomly selecting actions serves to calibrate the difficulty
of the task in choosing effective actions. The last two
baselines serve as a comparison to our method to test whether
our model is learning something meaningful about physical
object interaction, beyond simple motions of the arm. Note
that the last two baselines require hand-to-camera calibration,
which our model does not use. Since the data that was used
for training our predictive model was collected on a variety
of robots with varying camera placements and angles, as
illustrated in Figure 4, our video prediction model was forced
to learn a calibration-agnostic predictive strategy. The final

baseline and our method use an optical flow solver [40] to
track the position of the pixel for replanning. Note, however,
that the predictive model itself does not use the optical flow
to make predictions. The optical flow is used only during
the replanning phase to provide the initial P(st) distribution.
The flow solver is also used to quantitatively evaluate the
distance between the final position of the pixel and the goal
position of the pixel.

Note that we specifically choose baseline methods that do
not have prior knowledge about objects or physics. It is of
course possible to design a model-based pushing algorithm
that uses an object detector and physics simulator to more
precisely localize and move individual objects in the scene.
However, our aim is not to propose a superior method for
nonprehensile manipulation, but rather to explore the capa-
bilities and limitations of learning-based video prediction
models for performing robotic control tasks from scratch,
with minimal prior knowledge.

Our results, shown in Table I, indicate that our method is
indeed able to leverage the predictive model to improve over
the performance of the baselines. The performance of our
method compared to the last two baselines suggests that our
method is making meaningful inferences about the motion
of objects in response to the arm. Although these results
leave significant room for improvement, they suggest that
predictive models can be used with minimal prior knowledge
to perform robotic manipulation tasks. As video prediction
models continue to improve, we expect that the performance
of our method will improve with them. In the next section,
we analyze specific physical interactions to better understand
the capabilities and limitations of our model.

TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON: MEAN DISTANCE BETWEEN FINAL AND

GOAL PIXEL POSITIONS

method mean pixel distance
initial pixel position 5.10±2.25
1) random actions 4.05±1.75
2) move end-effector to goal 3.79±2.66
3) move end-effector along vector
(with replanning) 3.19±1.68

visual MPC (ours) 2.52±1.06

C. Qualitative Results
In this section, we evaluate the capabilities and limitations

of visual MPC with a set of qualitative experiments. The
goal of these experiments is to determine whether or not the
model can perform more complex manipulations that require
reasoning about object rotations and centers of mass. One of
the benefits of planning actions with a predictive model of all
pixels is that the model can be used to plan actions that affect
multiple pixels, causing them to move in different directions
in a coordinated fashion. For example, object rotation can
be represented by moving the pixels on opposite ends of an
object in opposite directions. To evaluate this capability, we
command the robot to rotate objects by specifying opposing
motions for pixels on either extreme of the object, as shown

• Action space?
• Target location of gripper
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Fig. 2. Our video prediction model predicts stochastic pixel flow transformation from the current frame to the next frame, which allows it to generate
predictions for subsequent images conditioned on a sequence of future actions. Predicted stochastic flow is parameterized by a set of normalized convolution
filters that give rise to an independent Gaussian distribution over future images. Internally, our model predicts multiple stochastic flow channels, in order
to process multiple separate moving objects. These channels are composited using learned object masks. The only supervision to the model consists of
video, action, and state sequences, with no explicit supervision over flows or masks. The flows and masks therefore are an emergent property of the model,
which we will exploit to perform visual MPC using high-level user commands. Further details about the model may be found in prior work [3].

x0:1, as well as a sequence of future commands a1:Hp , where
Hp is the prediction horizon used during training. Pairs of
images and states are fed into the model to allow it to
estimate the current velocities of moving objects. The model
is trained to predict a distribution over the sequence of
future image frames I2:Hp+1 that result from executing the
actions a1:Hp . However, since the full posterior over images
is extremely high dimensional, we use a relatively simple
factorization where each pixel is drawn from an independent
Gaussian distribution. Although this assumption is simplistic,
it is a common simplification in video and image generation
models [36], [37]. The model is trained with maximum
likelihood, which results in a mean squared error objective.
We can therefore express the model probabilistically as
pM(I2:Hp |I0:1,x0:1,a1:Hp).

As shown in Figure 2, the model uses a convolutional
LSTM to predict the images. As an intermediate step, the
model outputs a probabilistic flow map at each time step t,
which we denote F̂t , that describes a linear transition operator
that can be applied to each pixel in the preceding image.
Intuitively, we expect different objects in different regions of
the image to be moving in different ways. The model uses
a set of normalized convolution kernels {mc} to capture the
motion of object c by providing a distribution over nearby
pixel locations at the next timestep. These object motion
predictions are combined using masks {Xc} which specify
the positions of the objects. The flow map F̂t(x,y,k, l) denotes
the probability of pixel (k, l) at time t + 1 originating from
location (x,y) at time t, and is given by the following.

F̂t(x,y,k, l) = Â
c

Xc,t(x,y)m̂c,t(k, l)

The model can then output a prediction for the mean of
the distribution over the next image, which we denote Ît+1,

according to the following equation:

Ît+1(x,y) = Â
k2(�k,k)

Â
l2(�k,k)

F̂t(x,y,k, l)Ît(x� k,y� l)

Note that this equation is an untied convolution operation
between the filters F̂t and the image Ît , since the filters are
different for each pixel location (x,y). The operator F̂t can
also be seen as the transition operator in a Markov chain. We
will use Ît+1 = F̂t � It to denote the application of the flow
operator. Since this operator is linear, the distribution over
a subsequent image can be obtained simply by transforming
the mean of the distribution over the current image. The
predicted image mean Ît+1 is fed back into the network
recursively to generate the next flow and image in the
sequence. Note that no explicit flow supervision is provided
to the network: training uses only the raw image pixels
for supervision. The stochastic flow maps are an implicit,
emergent property of the model, but one that will prove
useful in visual MPC, as we will discuss in the following
section. For convenience, we will use M(It�1:t ,xt�1:t ,at:H) =
F̂t:H to denote the function that uses the learned model to
output a sequence of flows conditioned on pairs of images
and states, as well as a sequence of future actions, for some
horizon H. We can therefore define the predicted image
distribution as

pM(It+1|It�1:t ,xt�1:t ,at) = N (F̂t � It ,s2
I)

= N (M(It�1:t ,xt�1:t ,at)� It ,s2
I),

where s2
I is a constant diagonal covariance. Predictions for

subsequent images It+k can then be made recursively, with
mean given by M(It�1:t ,xt�1:t ,at:t+k�1)� Ît+k�1.

We use the same network architecture as in prior work [3],
except for the addition of layer normalization [38] after each
layer for more robust training, and the use of 5 masks instead
of 10 for slightly faster computation.
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• Extremely blurry predictions, why?



Task Specification

Algorithm 1 Visual MPC with Deep Predictive Models
0: inputs: predictive model M, designated pixel {d0}, pixel goal

position {g}
1: for t = 1...T do

2: Initialize Q1 with uniform distribution.
3: for j = 1...Jt do

4: Sample M action sequences {a
(m)
t:t+H�1} from Q j.

5: Use model M to compute the distributions over future
pixel locations P

(m)
t+H�1 using Equation 1

6: Fit multivariate Gaussian distribution Q j+1 to K samples
with highest probability of success P

(m)
t+H�1

7: end for

8: Execute action a
⇤
t with highest probability of success

9: Observe new image It+1.
10: Set next designated pixel location dt+1 using optical flow

computed from image observations It:t+1, and dt .
11: end for

determine the probability that it will move the designated
pixel to the goal location, given by Pt+H�1(g) = P(st+H�1 =
g|It�1:t ,xt�1:t ,at:t+H�1,dt). In order to use this evaluation to
choose the best actions, we perform an optimization over a
short horizon of actions at each time step, using a stochas-
tic optimization algorithm called the cross-entropy method
(CEM) [39]. This procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1, and
described next.

At each time step t, we sample M action se-
quences of length H, {a

(m)
t , . . . ,a(m)

t+H�1}, and compute
the probabilities of success for each one, denoted
by P

(m)
t+H�1(g) = P(st+H�1 = g|It�1:t ,xt�1:t ,a

(m)
t:t+H�1,dt). We

then select the K action sequences with the highest values of
P

(m)
t+H�1(g), fit a multivariate Gaussian distribution to these

K selected action sequence, and resample a new set of M
action sequences from this distribution. The new set of action
sequences improves on the previous set, and the resampling
and refitting process is repeated for Jt iterations. This cor-
responds to the CEM stochastic optimization algorithm. At
the end of the last iteration, we take the sampled action
sequence a

⇤
t , . . . ,a

⇤
t+H�1 that is most likely to be successful,

and execute a
⇤
t on the robot. We use Jt = 4 iterations,

M = 40 samples per iteration, and K = 10 samples during
the initial planning phase (t = 0) and, when replanning in
real-time (t > 0), we take Jt = 1 iteration of M = 20 samples,
performing just one round of sampling. Note that each batch
of M samples corresponds to a forward pass through deep
recurrent network with a batch size of M, and therefore can
be parallelized very efficiently.

After the first timestep, the designated pixel locations
may have changed from their initial positions due to motion
of the objects. To update the estimated position of each
pixel, we compute optical flow on the previous and latest
image observation, using the method of Anderson et al. [40],
an optical flow algorithm used in a large-scale production
system. For speed, the optical flow computation is done on
the CPU while evaluating the model’s video predictions in
parallel using a GPU.

Fig. 3. The experimental setup is shown on the left, including the 7 test
objects previously not seen in the training set. On the right, we show four
of the ten pushing tasks in the quantitative evaluation. The red and green-
outlined markers indicate the human-specified start and goal pixel locations,
respectively.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In our experimental evaluation, we aim to answer the
following questions: (1) Can we use action-conditioned
video prediction models to manipulate novel objects that
were not previously seen during training? (2) Can video
prediction models trained entirely on raw image pixels make
meaningful and nontrivial inferences about the behavior of
physical objects? To answer these questions, we conduct both
qualitative and quantitative experiments, which we describe
in the next sections. We aim to answer question (1) by eval-
uating our method on new objects not seen during training,
and we answer question (2) through comparison to baseline
methods that either move the arm to user-specified positions,
or use optical flow to perform continuous replanning. We also
answer question (2) through qualitative experiments aimed to
construct physically nuanced pushing scenarios that require
reasoning about rotations and centers of mass.

Note that the intent of our experiments is not to demon-
strate that our approach provides the highest accuracy or per-
formance for precise nonprehensile manipulation, but rather
to demonstrate the flexibility of a data-driven, learning-based
approach and illustrate that, even with no prior knowledge
about objects, physics, or contacts, a predictive model trained
entirely on raw video data can still infer characteristics of
the physical world that are useful for robotic manipulation.

A. Experimental Setup
We use a 7-DoF robot arm to perform the pushing tasks

in our experiments, with an RGB camera positioned over the
shoulder, as shown in Figure 3. As discussed previously, the
pushing task consists of episodes of length T = 15 where
the goal is to move M pixels from their current locations
{(x(i)

s ,y(i)
s )} to corresponding goal locations {(x(i)

g ,y(i)
g )}.

Unless otherwise specified, all objects in the experiments
were not seen previously in the training set. A video of our
experiments is available online.2

We use images with a resolution of 64⇥64 pixels and a
planning horizon of H = 3, corresponding to about 800 ms.

2See https://sites.google.com/site/robotforesight/
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Algorithm 1 Visual MPC with Deep Predictive Models
0: inputs: predictive model M, designated pixel {d0}, pixel goal

position {g}
1: for t = 1...T do

2: Initialize Q1 with uniform distribution.
3: for j = 1...Jt do

4: Sample M action sequences {a
(m)
t:t+H�1} from Q j.

5: Use model M to compute the distributions over future
pixel locations P

(m)
t+H�1 using Equation 1

6: Fit multivariate Gaussian distribution Q j+1 to K samples
with highest probability of success P

(m)
t+H�1

7: end for

8: Execute action a
⇤
t with highest probability of success

9: Observe new image It+1.
10: Set next designated pixel location dt+1 using optical flow

computed from image observations It:t+1, and dt .
11: end for

determine the probability that it will move the designated
pixel to the goal location, given by Pt+H�1(g) = P(st+H�1 =
g|It�1:t ,xt�1:t ,at:t+H�1,dt). In order to use this evaluation to
choose the best actions, we perform an optimization over a
short horizon of actions at each time step, using a stochas-
tic optimization algorithm called the cross-entropy method
(CEM) [39]. This procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1, and
described next.

At each time step t, we sample M action se-
quences of length H, {a

(m)
t , . . . ,a(m)

t+H�1}, and compute
the probabilities of success for each one, denoted
by P

(m)
t+H�1(g) = P(st+H�1 = g|It�1:t ,xt�1:t ,a

(m)
t:t+H�1,dt). We

then select the K action sequences with the highest values of
P

(m)
t+H�1(g), fit a multivariate Gaussian distribution to these

K selected action sequence, and resample a new set of M
action sequences from this distribution. The new set of action
sequences improves on the previous set, and the resampling
and refitting process is repeated for Jt iterations. This cor-
responds to the CEM stochastic optimization algorithm. At
the end of the last iteration, we take the sampled action
sequence a

⇤
t , . . . ,a

⇤
t+H�1 that is most likely to be successful,

and execute a
⇤
t on the robot. We use Jt = 4 iterations,

M = 40 samples per iteration, and K = 10 samples during
the initial planning phase (t = 0) and, when replanning in
real-time (t > 0), we take Jt = 1 iteration of M = 20 samples,
performing just one round of sampling. Note that each batch
of M samples corresponds to a forward pass through deep
recurrent network with a batch size of M, and therefore can
be parallelized very efficiently.

After the first timestep, the designated pixel locations
may have changed from their initial positions due to motion
of the objects. To update the estimated position of each
pixel, we compute optical flow on the previous and latest
image observation, using the method of Anderson et al. [40],
an optical flow algorithm used in a large-scale production
system. For speed, the optical flow computation is done on
the CPU while evaluating the model’s video predictions in
parallel using a GPU.

Fig. 3. The experimental setup is shown on the left, including the 7 test
objects previously not seen in the training set. On the right, we show four
of the ten pushing tasks in the quantitative evaluation. The red and green-
outlined markers indicate the human-specified start and goal pixel locations,
respectively.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In our experimental evaluation, we aim to answer the
following questions: (1) Can we use action-conditioned
video prediction models to manipulate novel objects that
were not previously seen during training? (2) Can video
prediction models trained entirely on raw image pixels make
meaningful and nontrivial inferences about the behavior of
physical objects? To answer these questions, we conduct both
qualitative and quantitative experiments, which we describe
in the next sections. We aim to answer question (1) by eval-
uating our method on new objects not seen during training,
and we answer question (2) through comparison to baseline
methods that either move the arm to user-specified positions,
or use optical flow to perform continuous replanning. We also
answer question (2) through qualitative experiments aimed to
construct physically nuanced pushing scenarios that require
reasoning about rotations and centers of mass.

Note that the intent of our experiments is not to demon-
strate that our approach provides the highest accuracy or per-
formance for precise nonprehensile manipulation, but rather
to demonstrate the flexibility of a data-driven, learning-based
approach and illustrate that, even with no prior knowledge
about objects, physics, or contacts, a predictive model trained
entirely on raw video data can still infer characteristics of
the physical world that are useful for robotic manipulation.

A. Experimental Setup
We use a 7-DoF robot arm to perform the pushing tasks

in our experiments, with an RGB camera positioned over the
shoulder, as shown in Figure 3. As discussed previously, the
pushing task consists of episodes of length T = 15 where
the goal is to move M pixels from their current locations
{(x(i)

s ,y(i)
s )} to corresponding goal locations {(x(i)

g ,y(i)
g )}.

Unless otherwise specified, all objects in the experiments
were not seen previously in the training set. A video of our
experiments is available online.2

We use images with a resolution of 64⇥64 pixels and a
planning horizon of H = 3, corresponding to about 800 ms.

2See https://sites.google.com/site/robotforesight/
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Fig. 4. The data for training the model was collected on 10 robots with
varying camera angles and positions. These images show the camera angles
for two of the robots used during data collection. Note the difference in
the position of the robot base. Due to these variations, our video prediction
model learns a calibration-invariant representation of object interactions.

This allows us to replan in real time, with new controls
computed about every 200 ms. To reduce the dimensionality
of the action space and further speed up inference, we tie
the commanded action across time, such that the model is
considering one commanded action, kept constant for H
timesteps. Because of the short time horizon, we largely
consider pushing tasks that involve fast, reactive control
rather than long-term planning. All of the online model com-
putations, including replanning, are done using a standard
desktop computer and a single, commercially-availble GPU.

B. Quantitative Comparisons
We provide quantitative comparisons to three baselines,

with the aim of evaluating whether or not our video predic-
tion model has learned a meaningful and nontrivial notion
of objects and physical interaction. Recall that object iden-
tity, inertia, and contact dynamics are not provided to nor
encoded in the model explicitly, but must be learned entirely
from data. Correspondingly, our baselines do not use any
knowledge about the objects in the scene, but are reasonably
effective for the short horizon pushing tasks that we consider.
The baselines are as follows:

1) Select actions randomly from a uniform distribution.
2) Servo the end-effector to the goal pixel position

(xg,yg), using a known camera calibration.
3) Servo the end-effector along the vector from the cur-

rent pixel position dt = (xt ,yt) to the goal (xg,yg),
with continuous replanning based on the current pixel
position estimated using optical flow.

If more than one designated pixel is specified, the last
two baselines use the first pixel only. The first baseline of
randomly selecting actions serves to calibrate the difficulty
of the task in choosing effective actions. The last two
baselines serve as a comparison to our method to test whether
our model is learning something meaningful about physical
object interaction, beyond simple motions of the arm. Note
that the last two baselines require hand-to-camera calibration,
which our model does not use. Since the data that was used
for training our predictive model was collected on a variety
of robots with varying camera placements and angles, as
illustrated in Figure 4, our video prediction model was forced
to learn a calibration-agnostic predictive strategy. The final

baseline and our method use an optical flow solver [40] to
track the position of the pixel for replanning. Note, however,
that the predictive model itself does not use the optical flow
to make predictions. The optical flow is used only during
the replanning phase to provide the initial P(st) distribution.
The flow solver is also used to quantitatively evaluate the
distance between the final position of the pixel and the goal
position of the pixel.

Note that we specifically choose baseline methods that do
not have prior knowledge about objects or physics. It is of
course possible to design a model-based pushing algorithm
that uses an object detector and physics simulator to more
precisely localize and move individual objects in the scene.
However, our aim is not to propose a superior method for
nonprehensile manipulation, but rather to explore the capa-
bilities and limitations of learning-based video prediction
models for performing robotic control tasks from scratch,
with minimal prior knowledge.

Our results, shown in Table I, indicate that our method is
indeed able to leverage the predictive model to improve over
the performance of the baselines. The performance of our
method compared to the last two baselines suggests that our
method is making meaningful inferences about the motion
of objects in response to the arm. Although these results
leave significant room for improvement, they suggest that
predictive models can be used with minimal prior knowledge
to perform robotic manipulation tasks. As video prediction
models continue to improve, we expect that the performance
of our method will improve with them. In the next section,
we analyze specific physical interactions to better understand
the capabilities and limitations of our model.

TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON: MEAN DISTANCE BETWEEN FINAL AND

GOAL PIXEL POSITIONS

method mean pixel distance
initial pixel position 5.10±2.25
1) random actions 4.05±1.75
2) move end-effector to goal 3.79±2.66
3) move end-effector along vector
(with replanning) 3.19±1.68

visual MPC (ours) 2.52±1.06

C. Qualitative Results
In this section, we evaluate the capabilities and limitations

of visual MPC with a set of qualitative experiments. The
goal of these experiments is to determine whether or not the
model can perform more complex manipulations that require
reasoning about object rotations and centers of mass. One of
the benefits of planning actions with a predictive model of all
pixels is that the model can be used to plan actions that affect
multiple pixels, causing them to move in different directions
in a coordinated fashion. For example, object rotation can
be represented by moving the pixels on opposite ends of an
object in opposite directions. To evaluate this capability, we
command the robot to rotate objects by specifying opposing
motions for pixels on either extreme of the object, as shown
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